Abstract. We review the status of mixing and lifetimes of b-hadrons. We will show that ∆Γ/∆M, a sl and φ are better suited to search for new physics effects than ∆M alone, because of our poor knowledge of the decay constants. The theoretical precision in the determination of Γ 12 /M 12 -which contains all information on ∆Γ/∆M, a sl and φ -can be tested directly by investigating the lifetimes of b-hadrons, because both quantities rely on the same theoretical footing. In particular we will also present a numerical estimate for the lifetime of the Ξ b -baryon.
INTRODUCTION -THEORETICAL TOOLS
In this section we briefly discuss the principles of the calculation of physical quantities like lifetimes of b-hadrons τ, the mass difference in the neutral B-meson system ∆M, the decay rate difference in the neutral B-meson system ∆Γ, the semi-leptonic CPasymmetry a sl and the mixing phase φ . These quantities are currently measured at the B-factories and at the TeVatron (see e.g. [1] ) and they will be measured at the LHC [2] or at a Super-B-factory [3] with high precision. They are defined as (see e.g. [4] for more details):
For the lifetimes one has to sum the decay rates into all possible final states X . The mixing stems from so-called box diagrams (see below). M 12 is the dispersive part (sensitive to heavy internal particles) and Γ 12 is the absorptive part (sensitive to light internal particles) of these box diagrams. In the standard model τ = 1/Γ, M 12 All these quantities are triggered by weak decays, in particular by the exchange of heavy W -bosons and the top-quark. Using the fact that these particles are much heavier than the b-quark (m t , m W ≫ m b ) one can integrate them out by performing an operator product expansion (OPE I), see e.g. [5] for a nice introduction. In the resulting effective theory the standard model diagrams are rewritten in a product of perturbative Wilson coefficients and new operators, they now look like that:
The vertices in the diagrams for Γ and Γ 12 are effective four-quark operators with ∆B = 1, while the vertex in the diagram for M 12 is an effective four-quark operator with ∆B = 2. For M 12 we have now already the final local operator, whose matrix element has to be determined with some non-perturbative QCD-method.
As a next step we rewrite the expression for Γ in a form that is almost identical to the one of Γ 12 . With the help of the optical theorem Γ can be rewritten (diagramatically: a mirror reflection on the right end of the decay diagram followed by all possible Wick contractions of the quark lines) in
The first term (=: Γ 0 ) corresponds to the decay of a free b-quark, see e.g. [6, 7, 8] and references therein for some applications. This term gives the same contribution to all b-hadrons. The lifetime differences we are interested in will only appear in subleading terms of this expansion like the second diagram (=: Γ 3 ), which looks very similar to the diagram for Γ 12 . Counting the mass dimensions of the external lines one can write formally an expansion of the total decay rate in inverse powers of the heavy quark mass m b :
However the expressions for Γ i and Γ 12 are still non-local, so we perform a second OPE (OPE II) using the fact that the b-quark mass is heavier than the QCD scale 
INTRODUCTION -MOTIVATION
Besides testing our understanding of QCD and determining the standard model parameters the search for new physics effects is a basic motivation for the study of the mixing quantities. Since M 12 is sensitive to heavy new internal particles one might start with ∆M s , which is proportional to f 2
B s
B (see next section). Unfortunately f B s is hardly known. To visualise our current unsatisfactory knowledge of the precise value of the decay constant, we have taken some recent numerical values for f B s from the literature [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] 
Depending on your favorite lattice collaboration you can arrive at theory predictions that are smaller, are equal or are higher than the experimental value for the mass difference ∆M s . This unfortunate situation might be called the decay constant problem.
Here clearly more work has to be done to settle this ignorance and moreover the error estimates have to be done with much care. In the analysis in [4] we use the conservative estimate f B s = 240 ± 40 MeV. In order to circumvent the decay constant problem one might try to determine the ratio
Although the ratio of the non-perturbative parameters is claimed to be theoretically better under control, one is still left with the uncertainty in the CKM elements, which is of the order of 40%. In the ratio Γ 12 /M 12 the decay constant and the bag parameter B from M 12 cancel completely, schematically one gets
We get a term that is completely free of any non-perturbative uncertainties (a) and a term that depends on the ratio of two bag parameters (b). If a > b and if the remaining uncertainties are under control then Γ 12 /M 12 might be an ideal quantity to search for new physics. Moreover the accuracy in the determination of this ratio can be tested directly via the lifetimes, which root on the same theoretical footing.
STATE OF THE ART
In this section we summarize the current status in the theoretical determination of the lifetimes of the b-hadrons and the mixing quantities.
The mass difference -M 12
Calculating the box diagram with internal top quarks one obtains
The Inami-Lim function S 0 (x t =m 2 t /M 2 W ) [22] is the result of the box diagram without any gluon corrections. The NLO QCD correction is parameterized byη B ≈ 0.84 [23] .
The non-perturbative matrix element is parameterized by the bag parameter B and the decay constant f B .
The decay rate difference -Γ 12
The calculation of Γ 12 is a little bit more involved since a second OPE has to be performed. Γ 12 can be expanded as
The 1/m b -corrections (Γ
4 ) were determined in [24] and they turned out to be quite sizeable. NLO QCD-corrections were done for the first time in [25] , they also were quite large. At that time no lattice results were available for all appearing four-quark operators, so no real numerical prediction could be made. The first numerical estimate including NLO-QCD corrections and non-perturbative determinations of the appearing four-quark operators was given in [26] . Five years later the QCD-corrections were confirmed and also subleading CKM structures were included [27, 28] . Unfortunately it turned out that ∆Γ is not well-behaved [29] . All corrections are unexpectedly large and they go in the same direction. This problem could be solved by introducing a new operator basis [4] . As an illustration of the improvement we show the expressions for Γ 12 /M 12 in the old and the new basis:
Now the term that is completely free of any non-perturbative uncertainties is numerical dominant. Moreover the 1/m b -corrections became smaller and undesired cancellations are less pronounced. For more details we refer the reader to [4] . Currently also 1/m bcorrections for the subleading CKM structures in Γ 12 [30] and 1/m 2 b -corrections for ∆Γ s [31] are available -they are relatively small.
Lifetimes
The lifetime ratio of two b-hadrons can be written as 
NUMERICAL RESULTS

Lifetimes
The theoretically best investigated lifetime ratio is τ B + /τ B d . One obtains [32, 33] 
NLO-QCD corrections turned out to be important, while subleading 1/m b -corrections are negligible. Some care has to be taken with the arising matrix elements of the four-quark operators: it turned out that the Wilson coefficients of the color-suppressed operators are numerically enhanced, see [32] . But the matrix elements of these operators are only knwon with large relative errors. Currently two determinations on the lattice are available [35, 36] . For τ B s /τ B d large cancellations occur so the ratio is expected to be very close to one [24, 33] 
Predictions for the Λ b have to be taken with more care. In that case the NLO-QCD corrections are not complete and only preliminary lattice values [37] are available. A typical value quoted in the literature [38] is
The lifetime of the doubly heavy meson B c has been investigated e.g. in [39] , but only in LO QCD. τ(B c ) LO = 0.52
+0.18
−0.12 ps . In addition to the b-quark now also the c-quark can decay, giving rise to the biggest contribution to the total decay rate. An interesting quantity is the lifetime ratio of the Ξ b -baryons, which was investigated in NLO-QCD in [32] . This quantity can in principle be determined as precise as τ B + /τ B d (±3%). However, up to now the matrix elements for the Ξ b baryons are not available. Assuming that the matrix elements for Ξ b are equal to the ones of Λ b we can give a rough estimate for the expected lifetime ratio. In order to get rid of unwanted s → u-transitions we define (following [32] )
Using the preliminary lattice values [37] for the matrix elements of Λ b we obtain 
Mixing
The mixing quantities have been investigated in detail in [4] , numerically we obtain 
EXPERIMENTAL STATUS Lifetimes
The Heavy Flavor Averaging Group quotes [40] the following numbers
From the ratio τ B + /τ B d it can be seen that the HQE works very well. τ B s /τ B d is about 2.9 σ below 1, here more precise numbers are needed, to see whether there might be some interesting effects. The situation for the Λ b -baryon is not settled yet. First several theoretical improvements have to be included, second there are two different experimental numbers on the market [41, 42] . For B c the number lies in the right ball park, but here also a full NLO-QCD calculation would be desireable to make the comparison more quantitaive. Finally we are waiting for a first result for the lifetimes of the Ξ b -baryons.
Mixing
The mass differences have been measured with great precision at LEP, TeVatron and the B factories [43, 44, 45, 40] 
Due to the uncertainties in the decay constants, theory will not be able to achieve a similiar accuracy in the foreseeable future. For the remaining mixing quantities a sl , ∆Γ and φ we do not have measurements yet, but very interesting bounds: In [46, 47] the dimuon-asymmetry was determined
The semileptonic CP asymmetry was also measured directly in [48] . 
Here more precise numbers are needed, because a clear deviation from the small standard model value would be be an unambiguous sign for new physics! The same argument holds for the phase φ s , while a clean measurement of ∆Γ is probably best exploited by comparing experiment and theory for ∆Γ/∆M. ∆Γ and φ s have been determined from an angular analysis in the decay B s → J/ψφ : In the untagged analysis from D0 [49] the following values were obtained φ s = 0.79 ± 0.56
One has to keep in mind the 4-fold ambiguity in φ s : with φ s also −φ s and π ± φ s are solutions! CDF obtained from the untagged analysis [50] ∆Γ = 0.076
and no bound on φ s . CDF also performed a tagged analysis [51] and obtains confidence regions in the φ s − ∆Γ-plane, which differ about 1.5 σ from the SM prediction. 
NEW PHYSICS MODELS
In the literature many new physics models are applied to the mixing sectors, e.g. [52, 53] and references in [4] . In [4] we have presented a model independent way to determine new physics effects in the mixing sector. We assume that new physics does not alter Γ 12 -at least not more than the intrinsic QCD uncertainities, but it might have a considerable effect on M 12 . Therefore we write
By comparing experiment and theory for the different mixing observables we get bounds in the complex ∆-plane, see [4] . Taking the solution for φ s from the untagged D0 analysis in the 4th quadrant -which corresponds to a certain choice of the strong phases in the decay B s → J/ψφ -and the data that were available at the end of 2006, we obtained in [4] a 2 σ deviation from the standard model, see Fig. (1) . A new analysis is currently in progress. Note added: (taken from [54] ) There is sometimes a confusion between the mixing phases β s and φ s , which we would like to adress here. Both numbers are expected to be small in the standard model -φ s = (0.24 ± 0.04) • 
OUTLOOK
In this talk we have summarized the current theoretical status of the lifetimes of bhadrons and the mixing quantities. Our main strategy for finding new physics in these quantities is the following: New physics is expected to have the biggest effects in M 12 , but due to the decay constant problem the quantity that comes first in mind -∆M -seems to be not the best choice. We have argued that Γ 12 /M 12 is theoretically very well under control. Therefore our first choice are the quantities ∆Γ/∆M, a sl and φ . Moreover the theoretical precision in the determination of Γ 12 can be tested directly by investigating the lifetimes of b-hadrons, because both quantities rely on the same theoretical footing. We conclude with a subjective wish-list for theory and experiment: 
